Junior Camp for Pre-K & Kindergarten
Katy GT Academy delivers superb education programs and innovative extracurricular activities. Our objective is
to empower our students to excel from social intelligence to academic achievement through various missions driven by
engagement. Our summer camp for this group is to Sharpen Learning Skills, Self-Challenge, Improve Problem-Solving
skills, GT preparation. We had 85% successful rate for Katy ISD GT test while KISD has 2% GT acceptance rate. Learning
Can Be FUN!

Wonder of Nature - Children will experience a full week of amazing animal interaction with fun activities; including animal
themed games, songs, crafts, cooking and much more! Before they realize it, they have learned math, reading, writing, science, etc.
(6/3- 6/28)

Travel Around the World – Children will learn the famous places, people, and language; know people living, food and clothes
for the people in the different countries and the continents. There will be lots of foreign language, reading, writing, painting,
cooking, and math with metric conversions involved. (7/1-7/19)

Solar System - Children will make a Solar System model and learn about the planets and stars. They will find out why we have
four seasons, why there are days and nights, why the moon has different phases, why a star twinkles, and many other mysteries.
This will involve a lot of reading comprehension, math, and science (7/29-8/9)

Week of :

Theme

6/3--6/7

Wonder of Nature : Critters’ Secrets

6/10-6/14

Wonder of Nature : Mammals

6/17-6/21

Wonder of Nature : Reptiles

6/24-6/28

Wonder of Nature : Dinosaurs

7/1-7/5

Travel Around the World : North America

7/8-7/12

Travel Around the World : South America

7/15-7/19

Travel Around the World : Asia & Africa

7/22-7/26

Travel Around the World : Antarctica

7/29-8/2

Solar System: Planets & Stars

8/5-8/9

Solar System: Unsolved Mysteries

* Every Friday, we will have Art & Craft fun during the afternoon
Talent class $10/session
Monday
Karate

Tuesday
Art

Wednesday
Music

Thursday
Gymnastic

Friday
Karate

